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Asiabots was founded in 2017 and focuses on developing artificial
intelligence technologies. Owning our Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and Text-to-Speech Engine (TTS), Asiabots has launched various creative
products for business situations, for example, Voicebot, A.I. Ambassador
and Chatbot. Aiming at visualizing artificial intelligence and applying A.I.
in the business environment, Asiabots is a rapidly developing enterprise
with a decent team and product.

Based in Hong Kong, Asiabots is especially good at training A.I. to
understand multi-languages, Cantonese, English, and Mandarin, to
provide spectacular and innovative customer service. With Asiabots’
enterprise-level A.I. solutions, Asiabots could provide products that help
to (CS) enhance working efficiency, raising customer service quality, and
reducing management costs. Asiabots’ solutions could be implemented
in various industries, including Retail, Fintech and Hospitality, and even
more.

www.asiabots.com

Contact us
info@asiabots.com
+852 3598 3639

Category
Language & voice A.I.

Focus Industries
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Medical

Banking
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Our core AI Technologies

Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Text-to-Speech Engine (TTS)

Omni-channel A.I.

NLP enables machines to truly
understand human languages, for
example Cantonese, English and
Mandarin, and even code switching.

With Asiabots’ own TTS Engine,
machines could speak like a
native with natural intonation.

We h e l p p r o v i d e m u l t i p l e
channels that could access to
the A.I., no matter on which
device, users could enjoy the
great service by smart
technologies.

Solutions

Chatbot
Chatbots are machines that are capable of handling enquiries and answering
general FAQs. With Natural Language Processing (NLP), a chatbot could
understand human language. With proper training, a chatbot could handle
various FAQs and understand multilingual enquiries, including Cantonese,
English and Chinese. With the NLP technology, your chatbot would be a lot
smarter than those keyword chatbots in the market. A chatbot could be
implemented on various channels, like website, Facebook, WhatsApp and
more.
Voicebot
Voicebots are chatbot systems wrapped with a voice and are capable to handle
voice enquiries and help to filter customers automatically. With well-designed
flow, Voicebot could handle various enquiries and be applied to different
business situations. Equipped with multiple A.I. technologies, is capable of
handling customer service automatically. Leveraging Text-to-Speech Engine
(TTS Engine), and A.I. Call System, Voicebot is able to receive both inbound
calls and make outbound calls to provide decent customer service, while
freeing your staff to focus on providing a higher level of service. A voicebot
could speak natively and its natural intonation would create a decent customer
service experience to your user.

A.I. Ambassador
As a combination of NLP (Natural Language Processing), TTS (Text-to-Speech
Engine) and Avatar animation, A.I. Ambassador is a O2O servicing robot that
could understand users’ needs and serve instantly. Providing a brand-new
customer journey, A.I. Ambassador is able to take care of the users from preservice to pro-service, further promotion marketing could be also provided with
the help of message broadcasting. Aiming at visualizing artificial intelligence,
the 2.5 D Avatar appears as your company's spokesperson and creates an
image of an ambassador serving the users.
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